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Foreward
The RAF College has undergone a number of transformations during its 100 year history, some evolutionary and some fundamental. 
This album is an attempt to chronicle those changes and to explain some of the implications to officer training schemes adopted at 
the College. Our research reveals that, in addition to a natural evolution of officer training and training environment at Cranwell, there 
were five significant and distinct transitions:


• The transition from 1 November 1919 to 5 February 2020 from RNAS Cranwell operated by the RN since 1916;

• The abrupt transition from the pre-WWII RAF College Flight Cadet system to a College SFTS (Service Flying Training School) 

on the day war broke out, 3 September 1939;

• The gradual transition from 17 FTS (formerly the College SFTS) in 1944 to 19 FTS and thence the re-emergence of RAF 

College Flight Cadet System by 1947;

• The gradual replacement of the post-WWII Flight Cadet System with the Graduate Entry (GE) Scheme in the early 1970s;

• The introduction of SGIOT (Single Gate Initial Officer Training) between 1978 and 1981, which formed the basis of the IOT, 

IOTC, MIOT and SERE training schemes that have run ever since.

Of these transitions, the first is well covered by the RAF College’s own commissioned publications, not least The History of RAF 
Cranwell by Gp Capt Haslam and articles in the early College Journals of the time. The transitions to and from a flying training 
school during WWII are less well covered, but we have found interesting summaries - Commandant’s Briefs - that give some insight 
into an interesting and challenging period of College History. Notwithstanding, the Flight Cadet System ran from 1920 to 1973 along 
broadly the same lines pre and post-war, with an emphasis of selecting high calibre recruits for (Phase 1) officer training and 
specialist (Phase 2) training, initially for Flying but later Engineering, Supply and Secretarial duties. Throughout this period of some 
50 years, the RAF College preserved a unique, some claim ‘elitist’, culture for turning schoolboys into men with a military mindset, 
ethos and core values of Respect, Integrity, Service and Excellence that underpin the RAF to this day.

However, the 1970s saw the RAF College meet the challenge of diverting its attention to the main recruiting source, the Graduate 
Entrant. There is not much mention of this transition in archived records, but fortunately the author of this album was a product of 
the new GE system at the time the old Flight Cadet System was being phased out. The GE System lasted 10 years before it 
metamorphosed into IOT/IOTC/MIOT/SERE systems of the 1980s and beyond. Again from alumni experience and inputs, and also 
from articles in the College Journals of the day and the meetings minutes of the Old Cranwellian Association (OCA), we are able to 
piece together the challenges the College faced as a consequence of SGIOT and the transfer of all officer training to Cranwell.

In the author’s opinion, the transition to SGIOT systems represented a major transformation - a step change - in officer training and 
culture at the RAF College, which this album addresses. Reflecting the passages of time and perhaps to set the scene for this 
tribute, the College’s ‘journey’ is reflected in the promotional video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0peMKp9QJiE.
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Part 1 - The RAF College Flight Cadet System
By the time the RAF took over the training assets at Cranwell on 1 November 1919, the RN had established a fully operational 
training station under the command of Cdre Geoffrey Paine. However, the RAF needed a training college of its own, to help forge the 
calibre, quality and spirit of the new ‘independent’ Service. Against constant political, RN and Army opposition that was to endure 
well into the 1930s, Sir Winston Churchill formally and successfully presented to Parliament Lord Trenchard’s vision captured in a 
paper prepared by General Jan Smuts. These three men, together with the first College Cmdt (AVM Sir Charles Longcroft), are 
commemorated as the Founders of the RAF College; paintings of them commissioned by the Old Cranwellian Association - the 
‘Association of Officers’ founded by College alumni in 1926 - hang proudly in the Founders’ Gallery of the RAF College.

Part 1 of this tribute summarises the introduction of the ‘Flight Cadet’ training system that was to last over 45 years, pre and post-
WWII. For the majority of that period, it was an intensive, two year course of academic (Year 1) and basic flying training (Year 2) for 
17½ -19 year olds, initially selected from some of the UK’s finest public schools. Although the first cadet Entry was to inherit some 
17 former Sub Lts and Midshipmen from the RN at RNAS Cranwell, 29 recruits were selected through competitive examination and 
interview, another six through special nominations and cadetships. This section process was to persist throughout the life of the 
Flight Cadet system, and successful recruits would regard attendance at the College as a “privilege” extended only to a “lucky” few.

The aim of the Flight Cadet system was to attract the very best to fly in the RAF and, ultimately, to lead and command its sqns. Each 
Entry was to comprise up to 50 cadets, with two Entries to start each year, notionally in February and September; each Entry would 
be designated by the letter of the month and the last two digits of the year of entry (e.g. F20 for February 1920). In addition to the 
flying training, the course was underpinned by a full curriculum of academic education - English Lang/Lit, Maths, Elementary 
Science, British Empire History, Service History, etc - participation in many sports and the obligatory drill (i.e. “square bashing”).

Former Prime Minister

Sir Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill 

KG OM CH TD DL FRS RA

30 Nov 1874 - 24 Jan 1965

Ait Vice-Marshal

Sir Charles Longcroft 
KCB CMG DSO AFC


13 May 1883 - 20 Feb 1958

Marshal of the Royal Air Force

Viscount Hugh Montague Trenchard 

GCB OM GCVO DSO

3 Feb 1873 - 10 Feb 1956

Field Marshal

Jan Christian Smuts 

PC OM CH DTD KS FRS

(21 May 1870 - 11 Sep 1950)

Field Marshal

Jan Christian Smuts 

PC OM CH DTD KS FRS

(21 May 1870 - 11 Sep 1950)
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Inheritance from RNAS Daedalus, Cranwell

Cranwell Lodge Farm was commandeered from 
Mr Usher Banks for the Admiralty by CPO 
Whitlock on 23 November 1915. Accommodation 
for the men comprised three cottages and the 
outbuildings. Cranwell Avenue was, at that time, a 
cart track.

The Lodge was used as the Commandant’s 
accommodation and also the Officer’s Mess, or 
Wardroom in RN parlance, until early 1916 when 
the Mess building was completed. 

With the infrastructure completed, the RNAS 
Central Training Establishment formed on 1 April 
1916 and, in late 1916, RNAS Cranwell was fully 
established, equipped and operational.

The RFC had constructed its Central 
Flying School  in 1912, on an elevated 
site of training gallops, about 1.5 miles 
east of Upavon village, near the edge 
of the Salisbury Plain, Wiltshire. The 
RFC site was unusual, in that it was 
bisected by a public highway, the A342 
– with the airfield and hangars on the 
south side of the road, and all the 
administrative (and some technical) 
buildings and accommodation on the 
north side. Though fit for the RFC’s 
purpose, it could not accommodate 
RNAS training, when the RNAS formed 
in 1914.

The Admiralty was thus forced to seek 
alternative accommodation and selected 
Cranwell as it was close to existing air 
stations on the east coast and, being in the 
middle of no-where, it was far away from 
possible extra curricular distractions.

In keeping with RN tradition, personnel 
posted to a shore base had to be borne on

the books of a naval vessel. In the case of Cranwell staff, they 
were borne on a renamed Medway hulk - HMS Daedalus - a 
depot ship for RN personnel serving ashore on Britain’s east 
coast. Under the command of Cdre Geoffrey Paine, the 
RNAS students at Cranwell effectively became part of the 
ship’s company of HMS Daedalus.
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1920 Intake

Right half

Left half

This photograph appeared in the College Journal of 1920 as a fold-out
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Transition from RNAS College to RAF College

Underlined text in Table above signifies links to supplementary information. Courtesy to Malcom Barrass for rafweb.org career details.
[To open these links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

The RAF College started training its first entry of cadets on 5th February 1920. This ‘F20’ entry comprised 52 cadets, two former RN Sub 
Lieutenants and 15 former Midshipmen, 35 entrants by competitive examination, four winning cadetships, and two specially “nominated” 
cadets. Of the naval cadets two withdrew, one transferred to the RAF and the rest graduated at the end of 1920. Of the other entrants, 
most graduated on 19 December 1921, but four graduated with S20 Entry in August 1922; two withdrew.F20 ENTRY - GRADUATED 1921
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Akerman WJM Imperial Service College 
Windsor

CB; CBE; MiD** Ret’d 14/4/56

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Akerman.htm

Barrett JB Truro Cathedral College Ret’d 23/4/43

Beatty HL Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; KFA 15/2/35 Messina

Bernard-Smith GCB Sherborne KOAS 254 Sqn; Blenheim IV V5801; based at Dyce; aircraft 
accident near Forfar. 10/12/41

Bonham-Carter DWF Winchester College CB; DFC; MiD Ret’d 27/2/53

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bonham_Carter_DWF.htm

Boyd EA Wellington College Withdrew (Eyesight) 27/7/21

Brook WAD Rugby CB; CBE; MiD* KFA 17/8/53

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brook_W.htm

Brookman HG Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; died 22/4/36

Brown JR Eagleshurst College Ret'd 7/2/55

Burton EA Osborne, Dartmouth Naval Withdrew (Eyesight) 3/2/21

Collingwood CJ Osborne, Dartmouth OBE; DFC Naval; ret'd 28/4/48

Combe G King’s College 
Wimbledon

CB; MiD; LoM(Cdr) Ret’d 31/5/55 

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Combe_G.htm

Conolly SG St. Beinfaces College

Plymouth Technical 

College

Recoursed to S20; KFA Egypt 27/1/37

D’Aeth NH Osborne College, 
Dartmouth

CB; CBE; DSC; MiD**; Polar 
Medal: LoM(O); CMM

Naval; ret’d 25/6/56 

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/DAeth.htm

David EHM Wellington

Dartmouth

CBE; OBE Naval; ret'd 29/5/50

Desmond TJ Presentation College 
Cork

Ret’d gazetted 31/1/50

1
Drabble JEL Osborne College, 

Dartmouth
Naval; ret'd 14/12/32

Falconer CL Edinburgh Academy Sword of Honour CBE; OBE; MiD*; LoM(O) SoH; ret’d 1/4/49

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Falconer.htm

Foote HW Tonbridge School Naval; reserve of air Force Officers 26/7/27

Forster EB Christ’s Hospital 
Horsham

Recoursed to S20; died 26/5/28

Garnons-Williams MH Osborne Dartmouth Naval; ret’d 31/10/47

Gay GW Westminster Ret’d 26/9/46

Gore CW Imperial Service College 
Windsor

OBE; MiD Died 19 April 1975

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gore_CW.htm

Hancock CG Clifton College

Osborne College 

Dartmouth

Naval; dismissed GCM 1/8/29

Hare BWT Osborne College 
Dartmouth

Naval; ret’d 15/6/35

Hawtrey JG Eton College CBE; MiD Died in civilian hospital at San Remo 26/10/54

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hawtrey.htm

Hayter MC Polytechnic Engineering 
College

Recoursed to S37; KFA Kenley 24/10/22

Hayter-Hames NC Winchester College RM Groves Memorial Prize RMG; KFA Waziristan 21/3/25

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?17305-RAF-fatalities-1925

Huxham GH Newbury GS Recoursed to S30; ret’d 1/4/51

Lacey EVS St Cuthbert’s Worksop KFA Kenley 20/6/23

Mackay MB St Edward’s School 
Oxford

Ret’d 2/5/50

Mangles RAR Radley College, 
Abingdon

Ret’d 27/9/48
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AVM Walter Joseph Martin

T/Wg Cdr James Burnley

Flt Lt Henry Longfield

T/Sqn Ldr George Christopher Bernard

Air Cdre Donald William Frederick

King’s Cadet on entry
AVM (S) William Arthur Darille

Flt Lt Herbert Geoffrey

Tfrd to Eqpt Branch   Gp Capt (S) John Redvers

Midshipman Edward Angerstein

Gp Capt Cuthbert John

Tfrd to Eng Branch.   AVM (S) Gerard

Graduated Aug 22.   Flt Lt Sylvanus George

AVM Narborough Hughes

Gp Capt (S) Edward Hugh. Markham

Gp Capt Thomas Joseph

Flt Lt John Edward Layard
Crashed Avro, Spitlegate, 1923 losing leg below knee

Air Cdre Colin Logan

Midshipman on entry

Midshipman on entry

Midshipman on entry

Midshipman on entry

Sub Lt on entry

Midshipman on entry

Midshipman on entry

Fg Off Henry Wells

Drabble JEL Osborne College, 
Dartmouth

Naval; ret'd 14/12/32

Falconer CL Edinburgh Academy Sword of Honour CBE; OBE; MiD*; LoM(O) SoH; ret’d 1/4/49

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Falconer.htm

Foote HW Tonbridge School Naval; reserve of air Force Officers 26/7/27

Forster EB Christ’s Hospital 
Horsham

Recoursed to S20; died 26/5/28

Garnons-Williams MH Osborne Dartmouth Naval; ret’d 31/10/47

Gay GW Westminster Ret’d 26/9/46

Gore CW Imperial Service College 
Windsor

OBE; MiD Died 19 April 1975

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gore_CW.htm

Hancock CG Clifton College

Osborne College 

Dartmouth

Naval; dismissed GCM 1/8/29

Hare BWT Osborne College 
Dartmouth

Naval; ret’d 15/6/35

Hawtrey JG Eton College CBE; MiD Died in civilian hospital at San Remo 26/10/54

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hawtrey.htm

Hayter MC Polytechnic Engineering 
College

Recoursed to S37; KFA Kenley 24/10/22

Hayter-Hames NC Winchester College RM Groves Memorial Prize RMG; KFA Waziristan 21/3/25

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?17305-RAF-fatalities-1925

Huxham GH Newbury GS Recoursed to S30; ret’d 1/4/51

Lacey EVS St Cuthbert’s Worksop KFA Kenley 20/6/23

Mackay MB St Edward’s School 
Oxford

Ret’d 2/5/50

Mangles RAR Radley College, 
Abingdon

Ret’d 27/9/48
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F20 ENTRY - GRADUATED 1921
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Akerman WJM Imperial Service College 
Windsor

CB; CBE; MiD** Ret’d 14/4/56

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Akerman.htm

Barrett JB Truro Cathedral College Ret’d 23/4/43

Beatty HL Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; KFA 15/2/35 Messina

Bernard-Smith GCB Sherborne KOAS 254 Sqn; Blenheim IV V5801; based at Dyce; aircraft 
accident near Forfar. 10/12/41

Bonham-Carter DWF Winchester College CB; DFC; MiD Ret’d 27/2/53

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Bonham_Carter_DWF.htm

Boyd EA Wellington College Withdrew (Eyesight) 27/7/21

Brook WAD Rugby CB; CBE; MiD* KFA 17/8/53

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Brook_W.htm

Brookman HG Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; died 22/4/36

Brown JR Eagleshurst College Ret'd 7/2/55

Burton EA Osborne, Dartmouth Naval Withdrew (Eyesight) 3/2/21

Collingwood CJ Osborne, Dartmouth OBE; DFC Naval; ret'd 28/4/48

Combe G King’s College 
Wimbledon

CB; MiD; LoM(Cdr) Ret’d 31/5/55 

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Combe_G.htm

Conolly SG St. Beinfaces College

Plymouth Technical 

College

Recoursed to S20; KFA Egypt 27/1/37

D’Aeth NH Osborne College, 
Dartmouth

CB; CBE; DSC; MiD**; Polar 
Medal: LoM(O); CMM

Naval; ret’d 25/6/56 

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/DAeth.htm

David EHM Wellington

Dartmouth

CBE; OBE Naval; ret'd 29/5/50

Desmond TJ Presentation College 
Cork

Ret’d gazetted 31/1/50

1

Mills GH Berkhamsted School Abdy Gerrard Fellowes

Student Scholar of College

GCB; KCB; CB; DFC; MiD* AGF SSC; ret’d 18/9/62

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mills_G.htm

Mitchell FGS Municipal Tech College 
Brighton

CB; CBE; OBE; LoM(Off) Ret’d 29/7/58

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Mitchell_FGS.htm

Murphy TCE Bedford School Withdrew (Disciplinary) 1/6/20?

Peck JG Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; KFA Duxford 3/3/24

Pontifex RW Cheltenham College KFA Iraq, believed shot down by rifle fire; 18/4/25

Porter NA Cheltenham College Withdrew (Flying Unfit) 9/6/20

Prance DC Osborne, Dartmouth Naval; ret’d 6/8 42

Revington AP Plymouth College CB; CBE; OBE; MiD** Ret’d 4/1/54

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Revington.htm

Rowe FCT Barnstaple GS Ret’d ill health 14/8/33

https://www.the-saleroom.com/en-gb/auction-catalogues/jefferys/catalogue-id-
srje10014/lot-97524964-be4a-45d4-98e9-a51d00a931c0#lotDetails

Shepherd GC King William’s College 
IOM

Relinquished A/Gp Capt 14/3/49

Spaight RHS Allhallows School CBE Ret’d 21/8/50

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Spaight.htm

Spencer GRC Osborne Dartmouth CB; CBE; OBE MiD*; LeoII (GO); 
CdeG

Naval; Ret’d 10/7/56

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Spencer_GRC.htm

Springfield CMOO Greshams Holt Norfolk Died 4/9/24 after bizarre incident nearly freezing to death in the 
Scind Desert, contracting malaria in 1922

Stone CJ Lancing College Transferred to Army 12/6/29

Stone RAB College of St Columbo/a 
Dublin

Ret’d 13/12/46

Waite RN Repton School CB; CBE; MiD Ret’d 19/9/53

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Waite.htm


http://www.bbaa-airlift.org.uk/page20.html
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Weedon CW Osborne Dartmouth Student Scholar of College KBE; CBE Ret’d 2/9/52

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Weedon_CW.htm

Whelan RD Trent College KFA Enfield 3/12/27

http://sussexhistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?topic=16251.0

Wynne-Edwards RG Osborne Dartmouth Naval. Withdrew (Eyesight), returned to RN, Jul 20.

Yale WC Osborne Dartmouth KFA Fort Sandeman - died of injuries 4/9/36
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Drabble JEL Osborne College, 
Dartmouth

Naval; ret'd 14/12/32

Falconer CL Edinburgh Academy Sword of Honour CBE; OBE; MiD*; LoM(O) SoH; ret’d 1/4/49

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Falconer.htm

Foote HW Tonbridge School Naval; reserve of air Force Officers 26/7/27

Forster EB Christ’s Hospital 
Horsham

Recoursed to S20; died 26/5/28

Garnons-Williams MH Osborne Dartmouth Naval; ret’d 31/10/47

Gay GW Westminster Ret’d 26/9/46

Gore CW Imperial Service College 
Windsor

OBE; MiD Died 19 April 1975

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Gore_CW.htm

Hancock CG Clifton College

Osborne College 

Dartmouth

Naval; dismissed GCM 1/8/29

Hare BWT Osborne College 
Dartmouth

Naval; ret’d 15/6/35

Hawtrey JG Eton College CBE; MiD Died in civilian hospital at San Remo 26/10/54

https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hawtrey.htm

Hayter MC Polytechnic Engineering 
College

Recoursed to S37; KFA Kenley 24/10/22

Hayter-Hames NC Winchester College RM Groves Memorial Prize RMG; KFA Waziristan 21/3/25

http://www.rafcommands.com/forum/showthread.php?17305-RAF-fatalities-1925

Huxham GH Newbury GS Recoursed to S30; ret’d 1/4/51

Lacey EVS St Cuthbert’s Worksop KFA Kenley 20/6/23

Mackay MB St Edward’s School 
Oxford

Ret’d 2/5/50

Mangles RAR Radley College, 
Abingdon

Ret’d 27/9/48
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Cadet Nomination

Graduated Aug 22

Graduated Aug 22

Prize Cadet on entry

Prize Cadet on entry

Prize Cadet on entry

Commissioned in 1923, delayed by cycle accident

Cadet Nomination

Midshipman on entry

Midshipman on entry

Fg Off Edward Beresford
Tfrd Tech Branch   T/Gp Capt Miles Herbert

Sqn Ldr George William

Stores Branch. Gp Capt (S) Charles William

Midshipman on entry
Flt Lt Cecil George

Midshipman on entry T/Sqn Ldr Bertram William Trelawney

AVM John Gossett

A/C Robert Henry Seymore

Recoursed to S30 Graduated Aug 22; KFA Kenley 
24/10/22. Matthew Charles

Fg Off Neol Cecil

Recoursed to S30; Graduated Aug 22. Gp Capt George Herbert

Flt Lt Ernest Vair Sleigh

Gp Capt Malcolm Bruce

Gp Capt Roland Arthur Ross

ACM George Holroyd

AVM Frederick George Stewart

Terence Cyril Edmund

Midshipman on entry Fg Off Jasper Godfrey

Rupert William

Midshipman on entry

Nicholas Arthur

Midshipman on entry Tfrd Tech Branch. T/Wg Cdr Dennis Caldwill

Air Cdre Arthur Patrick

Sqn Ldr Frank Charles Thorne

Tfrd Tech Branch. Gordon Carruthers

Midshipman on entry

Cecil Montague Oakes Osborn 

AVM Geoffrey Roger Cole

Flt Lt William Corbet

Fg Off Cecil John

Gp Capt Ralph Ashinhurst Bird

Air Cdre Reginald Newnham

Midshipman on entry
Air Mshl Colin Winterbotham

Fg Off Robert Darley

Sub Lt on entry Reginald George

Of the 48 successful graduates, 16 were killed or died in Service; some 14 had distinguished careers, reaching Air rank. 17 of the graduates 
received honours and awards, including three DFCs, 20 MiDs, three knighthoods and 21 CB/CBEs.
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College Life 1920/21 - Captured by the College Journal
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Flying 1920/21 - The ‘Kites’

The Flying Home - 1918Avro 504, K & N

[To open these links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

In 1920, each cadet would be expected to undertake elementary flying training on the College workhorse, the Avro 504 K, and was 
expected to have mastered flight in this aircraft before moving onto operational types in his second year. Depending on their aptitude and 
flying ability on the Avro, the cadets would be streamed onto single-seat fighters, day bombers, or Army Co-operation aircraft. In the 
1920s, these operational aircraft employed at Cranwell were the SH9a, the Vickers Vimy and the Sopwith Snipe. Cadets would undergo 
training in basic maintenance.

DH 9a Trainer

Vickers Vimy Bomber Sopwith Snipe

Click on the above graphics to view short videos of each aircraft type and on the underlined text to obtain a basic description 
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Click

to see a syllabus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9k7yxab6H8
https://youtu.be/I9k7yxab6H8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_504
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eE_PYBxuWUg
https://youtu.be/eE_PYBxuWUg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airco_DH.9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mkUVcZPSFU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vickers_Vimy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLWPf2D0HLg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sopwith_Snipe
http://www.cranwell-college.life/bookshelves/Prospectus64/mobile/index.html#p=13


1921 Prizewinners & Graduation

Halter Hames was killed in a flying accident on 21 March 1925 in a DH.9a of 27 Squadron, in Waziristan, now a region of Pakistan. 
Falconer completed nearly 30 years service, was mentioned in despatches twice during WWII, awarded a CBE in 1945 and retired on 1 
April 1949 as an Air Cdre. Mills completed 42 years service, was also mentioned in despatches twice and awarded the DFC during 
WWII, and retired in the rank of ACM with a CB(1945), a KCB (1954) and a GCB (1959) to his name.

The former naval cadets having departed by December 1920, 29 remaining cadets graduated on 19 December 1921, another four 
continuing studies until August 1922. The three prize winners shown here are Colin Falconer (Sword of Honour), George Mills (Abdy 
Gerrard Fellowes Mem Prize) and Neol Hayter-Hames (RM Groves Memorial Prize).
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1921 Graduation Parade of ‘F20’
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Flight Cadets System Output - 1920s
The alleged objective of 50 pilot recruits per course, two courses a year, does not appear to have been maintained over the first decade, 
the average being near 28. The pass rate seldom fell below 80%; re-coursed cadets averaged at three every two courses; there were eight 
fatalities, an average of one every two courses. By any standard, these are remarkable statistics, given the 1920s was a period of austerity, 
with little public appetite for a military career following the traumatic experiences of the Great War. Trenchard’s vision had materialised.
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1. Realising Trenchard's vision for an RAF College on 
the lines of Sandhurst and Britannia, RAF Cranwell 
was officially formed on 1 November 1919 and 
opened for business on 5 February 1920.  

2. The decision to replace the existing corrugated 
iron huts was made in 1922. 

3. By 1929, plans had been drawn up, the final 
version of which produced the building which we 
see today. The Secretary of State for Air in Stanley 
Baldwin’s Government, Lord Hoare, was highly 
supportive. The problem was that a general 
election (which Baldwin was expected to lose) 
was imminent and so Hoare pulled off what he 
described as “an act of bluff”: Lady Maud Hoare - 
his wife - laid the foundation stone on 29/04/29 to 
the left of the entrance, in front of worthies that 
included Viscount and Lady Trenchard, AVM 
Longcroft (1st Commandant) and Sir James Grey 
West (Architect). The event was noted in the 
Statute Book and so, when the new Government 
was formed by Ramsay Macdonald, it seems that 
approval was assumed and building went ahead. 

4. A tinned steel time capsule, held within the 
foundation stone, holds a record of all present and 
a special edition of the RAF Journal Vol IX No 1 
with details of every cadet who passed through 
the College since its inception in Feb 1920. 

5. Constructed in 1932, the RAF College design was 
based on St Pancras Station and the dining room 
on the long room at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. 
The station canopy of the branch line terminus 
joining the main Cranwell station (currently the 
guard room)  can still be seen from behind the 
kitchens. 

6. The new College was first used by cadets in 1933, 
but not formally opened until 11/10/34 by HRH 
Edward, Prince of Wales - the honorary Air 
Commodore in Chief of the Auxiliary Air Force 

7. The Foundation & Commemorative Stones can be 
seen either side of the front entrance

Marshal of The RAF, Viscount 
Hugh Trenchard

GCB, OMGCVO, DSO 
‘Father of the RAF’

1

2

3

5 6

4

773 6

Evolution at the RAF College - ‘CHOM’
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X The CHOM site, north of 
Cranwell Ave

[To open these links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

http://www.cranwell-college.life/Journals/710/mobile/index.html#p=22
http://www.cranwell-college.life/Journals/018/mobile/index.html#p=22


Part 2 - Transition To and From WWII
Just as Flight Cadets were just getting used to their new College Hall Officers’ Mess (CHOM), Germany was going through its own 
transition. In January 1933, Adolf Hitler had assumed control as Chancellor. At the March 1933 elections, no single party secured a 
majority. Hitler required the vote of the Centre Party and Conservatives in the Reichstag to obtain the powers he desired. On 23 
March 1933, he called on Reichstag members to vote for an Enabling Act, which granted him plenary powers "temporarily" and 
freedom to act without parliamentary consent and without constitutional limitations. The rest, as they say, is history.

Despite Chamberlain’s attempts at appeasement, the UK was plunged into a second world war on 3 September 1939. Flight Cadet 
training was suspended immediately and was not reinstated until 1947. As immediately, the RAF College became a Service Flying 
Training School (SFTS), al assets being transferred to the new ‘College SFTS’.

The last Flight Cadet Entry to complete on schedule, in July 1939 and unaffected by the outbreak of war, was S37. Thereafter, there 
were five Entries - J38, A38, S38, J39, A39 and S39 (which became A40) that were materially affected:


• J38 with 28 cadets started in January 1938; 23 graduated in September and October 1939; one cadet withdrew;

• A38 with 21 cadets started in April 1938; 19 graduated in October 1939; two cadets withdrew;

• S38 with 29 cadets started in September 1938; 23 UK cadets and three FCO cadets graduated in December 1939; three 

withdrew;

• J39 with 25 cadets started in January 1939; all graduated between December1939 and April 1940;

• A39 with 25 cadets started in April 1939; two were killed in flying accidents; 19 graduated in March/April 1940; four 

withdrew;

• A40 (which was supposed be S39 starting in September 1939) actually started with 22 cadets in April 1940, they having 

already been sent pro temps to 9 Elementary FTS at Ansty; one was killed in a flying accident; in July 1940, their Flight 
Cadet designation ceased all 20 transferring to a College SFST Course as AC2/LACs to complete advanced flying training.


From our research, we believe that the College SFTS flying curriculum changed at least twice during WWII, responding to the 
demands as the war unfolded. Initially, the priority demands were for fighter pilots (for the Battle of Britain) and then bomber pilots 
as Bomber Harris took the war to Germany. On average, the College SFTS initiated one flying course a month, lasting 4½ months, 
delivering basic and advanced flying training to two sqns of trainees, each initially comprising up to 20 students. As the war 
progressed and demand increased, intakes grew to as many as 25 pr sqn. By 1942, intakes started to include pilots from different 
services and allied countries - see https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/alumni/ewExternalFiles/Vol1IntCranwellians1.0.pdf.

On 13 March 1944, the College SFTS moved out of CHOM to Bristol Wood Officer’s Mess near Plantation Road and the old North 
airfield; they reformed at 17 FTS. The delivered 50 to 56 Courses to the College SFTS curriculum, seven GST courses and 16 
Refresher Courses before handing over to 19 FTS and transferring to Spitlegate on 1 May 1945, a week before VE Day. As the war 
came to an end, 19 FTS delivered 11 courses to 310 aircrew, before the Flight Cadet training system was reinstated in 1947.
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College Journal Extracts - Spring 1939

2-2

With just weeks to go before war was declared, the College Journal issued its Spring 1939 edition that included inter alia 
some notes by the Editor on Old Cranwellians’ progress. Reference to cadets of F20 are highlighted in the extract here, 
that includes a timely ‘sitrep’ on those who were the first to have reached the rank of Wg Cdr.

[To open the links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]



RAFC Transition to and from War 
Whilst researching the College archive in 2018, we by chance stumbled on a file entitles “Airmen of WWII”, in which we 
found listings of those trainee pilots who underwent basic and advanced flying training at the College SFTS (renamed 17 
FTS in March 1944). Amongst the listings was the “anonymous” brief below, which is the only explanation found in the 
college of the transition of College training to and from WWII. We it was prepared for one of the Cmdts shortly after WWII 
and was prepared in two parts. The first bounded in red was a two page summary of the impact of WWII on training 
operations; the second bounded in black an appraisal of training assets deployed at Cranwell and its satellite airfields.
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July 1939 Prizewinners & Graduation
S37 was the last Flight Cadet Entry to graduate on scheduled before the outbreak of WWII. Prize winner, Under Officer Neville Stack shown 
below) was to become the 18the College Cmdt in 1967. Barnwell and Harris were both KIA in 1940; Martin won the DFC and Bar in WWII.

Of the five remaining Flight Cadet Entries to commence training before the outbreak of WWII, J38 graduated soon afterwards. We cannot be 
certain, but we suspect that the next four Entries ( A38, S38, J39 and A39) completed flying training with the newly formed College SFTS as 
its first four courses whilst retaining their original Flight Cadet Entry designations, for the first official College SFTS Course was designated 
Course No 5. A couple of Flight Cadets from A39 Entry, including future CAS and CDS AH Humphrey, joined this No 5 Course. Cadets 
whose Flight Cadet (Entry A40) records were annotated “War Years” were inducted on No 9 Course of the College SFTS, to undertake their 
flying training. This hypothesis is consistent with the briefing notes of previous earlier slide.
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SFTS No 5 Course Sqns 1 and 2, plus additions
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As mentioned earlier, Course No 5 is the first recorded College SFTS course found in the College archive. Note, neither Humphrey of 
Bilderdeck, both cadets of Entry J39 and attached to Course No 5 to complete their flying training, appear in any of the Intake photos for 
Course no 5 shown below. This page also shows the “understated” declaration of war entered in the Cranwell Station ORB. Kenneth 
Campbell on 2 Sqn No 5 Course was one of five Cranwellians to be awarded a VC.

[To open the link in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/alumni/ewExternalFiles/GongsV5.0.pdf#page=11


SFTS 52, 53, 54, 55 & 56 Course Sqns 1 and 2
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Emergence of WWII Training Assets at RAFC

Hawker Audax 

Hawker Hind

Airspeed Oxford

Hawker Hart

Hawker Fury

Miles Master Spitfire Mk V Bristol Blenheim I Havard

Bristol Blenheim V

Westland Wallace

Miles Magister

Gloster Meteor

DH 86 Express Airspeed Envoy Vickers Valentia DH 89 Dominie Avro Tutor Vickers Wellington
2-7

Using the data from the anonymous “Cmdt’s Brief”, the WWI training aircraft are depicted  here with links to videos (graphics) and descriptions (titles)

[To open the links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIyGIQs8bSI
https://www.baesystems.com/en/heritage/hawker-audax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawker_Hind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gftcwwvKBXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gftcwwvKBXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaVAFSWOZl0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airspeed_Oxford
https://youtu.be/MaVAFSWOZl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIuQyKhSys4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawker_Hart
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIuQyKhSys4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawker_Fury
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGDbS6Ns2tI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PHZIqbGc4w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Master
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrXab72cW1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Povrm28nExA
https://youtu.be/Povrm28nExA
http://www.historyofwar.org/articles/weapons_spitfire_mkV.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXEcbxC2CQY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Blenheim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXEcbxC2CQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uX_9I7IYj7Q
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/research/collections/north-american-harvard-iib/
https://youtu.be/uX_9I7IYj7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ju0YUoDzsfA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Blenheim
https://youtu.be/ju0YUoDzsfA
https://www.facebook.com/scranlife/videos/scenes-from-the-houston-westland-and-westland-wallace-aircraft-flying-over-mount/2308550372767375/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westland_Wallace
https://youtu.be/dw7wCGSRCSE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Magister
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVElytMOQsg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gloster_Meteor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVElytMOQsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qfGs1zTMLY
http://www.apple.com/uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eeUetkIz1o
http://www.apple.com/uk
https://youtu.be/3qfGs1zTMLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eeUetkIz1o
https://film.iwmcollections.org.uk/record/1203
http://www.apple.com/uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIMs39pie20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Dragon_Rapide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9lb8RhiCXM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Tutor
https://youtu.be/MIMs39pie20
https://youtu.be/a9lb8RhiCXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wkZ_1HDPTA
http://www.apple.com/uk
https://youtu.be/6wkZ_1HDPTA


Nos 7, 8 & 9 Courses 19 FTS
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Nos 10 & 11 Courses 19 FTS
At the cessation of war, 17 FTS moved to RAF Spitalgate, near Grantham. Flying training at RAF Cranwell was then vested in 19 FTS who ran 
eleven courses before the College was re-opened for officer training of Flight Cadets. It appears that members of the last two 19 FTS courses 
were given the option to complete a further 3 months officer training on what became 45 and 46 Flight Cadet Entries.
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College Flight Cadet & 19 FTS System Output - WWII Years
Covering the transitions to and from WWII, the graphs summarise the number of flight cadets caught up in the abrupt suspension of their 
officer training at the College and the corresponding phasing out of flying training - Course Nos 1 to 11 - by 19 FTS at the end of the war.
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Part 3 - Reinstating The RAF Flight Cadet System

3-1

As evidenced by the extracts below from the Winter 1947/48 College Journal, there was a feeling the RAF College had done its job. 
Despite early attempts to block the development of an independent air force, the College - according to its Founder, Lord Trenchard - had 
produced the quality and calibre of officer that had “saved” the British Commonwealth. In restoring business as usual at the College, it was 
clear that, as the CAS Tedder put it, there was now an expectation that the College would produce “Nothing but the best - and then 
something better - that must be our standard”. Its reputation much enhanced, largely because of the success of Cranwellians during WWII, 
the College set about rising to that challenge. In the early days, that challenge included mastering a new phenomenon invented by 
Cranwellian genius Sir Frank Whittle - the jet engine. But first, the College was to enjoy a little royal recognition for its past achievements.



1948 Presentation of King’s Colour

Kindly Donated by Richard Lockyer (50 Entry)

HM King George VI Presenting his 
Colour to Flt Cdt Sgt Caillard

3-2

The recognition of the standards achieved by the College pre-WWII and its alumni during WWII were recognised by HM King George VI. 
On 6 July 1948, just a year after the College had officially reopened to deliver Flight Cadet officer training, he visited the College to 
present the RAF, and the College, its first ever King’s Colour. The King’s speech made clear its meaning and significance. 


The title of this slide contains an embedded link that enables access to a video of the ceremony.

[To open the link in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnKRkN47-kY


45, 46 and 47 Entry Prizewinners & Graduations
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The smaller 45 Entry and 46 Entry comprised new recruits through the obligatory competitive examinations and the seven graduates from 
19 FTS who took up the option to undertake officer training as a flight cadet. 47 Entry turned out to be the first course of ab initio training 
for newly recruited flight cadets to be run at the RAF College since its closure in September 1939. It was probably also the last flight 
cadet course not to include formal training of he new jet aircraft. Unlike designations pre-war, where entries were given the prefix of the 
month and year of intake (e.g. F20), the numbering of entries followed sequentially after 47 Entry regardless of the year of the intake until 
the final entry, 101 Entry, which graduated in 1973. The graphic and listing of 46 Entry below contain links to films taken at the time.

[To open the links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foUHKSdU7Aw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_iLMbwEpak


Transitioning to the ‘Jet Age’
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Again, courtesy of an article in the Autumn 1961 edition of the College Journal, we reproduce here an extract that articulates the 
transition the RAF College made to the Jet Age. The ‘stats’ at the foot of this page record a marked reduction in Entry size between 1956 
and 1958 during this transition.
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/research/collections/north-american-harvard-iib/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uX_9I7IYj7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTa4Q1xTChk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Tiger_Moth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTa4Q1xTChk&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye1p3jl8R-w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percival_Prentice
https://youtu.be/uX_9I7IYj7Q
https://youtu.be/ye1p3jl8R-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XMIzol__F8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Canada_DHC-1_Chipmunk
https://youtu.be/3XMIzol__F8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piUzSS12L9M
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boulton_Paul_Balliol
https://youtu.be/piUzSS12L9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVElytMOQsg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gloster_Meteor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVElytMOQsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WT9-epLMIU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percival_Provost
https://youtu.be/3WT9-epLMIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQpSAxrz7I4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Havilland_Vampire
https://youtu.be/QQpSAxrz7I4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ypwe-dE8v8M
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BAC_Jet_Provost
https://youtu.be/Ypwe-dE8v8M


Introduction of E&S Wing, RAF Digby
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Another major transition to fulfil in the early 1950s was the introduction of Equipment & Secretarial Entries, to pass out with their pilot 
cohorts at the RAF College. The College (Journal) Notes below of June 1950 explain this innovation. There remain 10 separate graduation 
photographs of E&S courses displayed in the College, but cadets of those two branches were to be part of flight cadet cohorts until the 
final 101 Entry which graduated in March 1973. The E&S Wing at Digby would also have its own Asst Cmdt and sense of autonomy until 
the Wing was absorbed back within the RAF College environment, we believe, after the graduation of 10 E&S in July 1953.



1950s Statistics

Flight Cadet Intakes by Branch
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Expanding Training to Other Branches
The graphic below records the E&S component for each intake during the 1950s. The same reduction in intake size between 1956 and 
1958 is reflected in these overall figures by branch, the reduction being pro rata by branch and suggesting it was unlikely due to any 
impact of the jet engine but to the general demand for, or uptake by, recruits. The first Navigators were introduced with 74 Entry on 11 
January 1956, most graduating on 16 December 1958. 
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The Introduction of Engineer Cadets
The move of Engineer cadet training from Henlow to Cranwell was major news in January 1964, with the transfer of the first 32 Engineer 
cadets to 89 Entry at the College. The expectation of 80 cadets per intake was ambitious; the ‘stats’ below typify the recruitment that 
varied widely between 42 and 114 cadets from 89 to 101 Entry. However, this was not a straightforward transition, the Henlow-Cranwell 
merger having its origins in a debate, and several detailed investigations, on amalgamating GD and Technical Training that started a 
decade earlier; Haslam gives an authoritative account in Chapters 11 and 12 of his History of Royal Air Force Cranwell.
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The Bells, the Bells
Any review of transitioning during the post-WWII years would be deficient without mentioning the installation of the bells, whose chimes  
of the ‘Retreat’ three times a day commemorate the Cadets lost during WWII. Our research that there were 331 cadets KIA, KOAS or died 
in WWII. Any serviceman within earshot of those chimes must stand to attention as a sign of respect, until the chimes have sounded.Bell Chimes donated by Shell

1952

THIS PLAQUE CAST IN THE METAL OF
THE BELLS OF THE COLLEGE CHIME

RECORDS THE GRATITUDE OF THE COLLEGE TO

THE SHELL GROUP

THROUGH WHOSE GENEROSITY THE CHIME WAS PRESENTED
AS A MEMORIAL TO THOSE OLD CRANWELLIANS

WHO HAVE GIVEN THEIR LIVES IN SERVICE OF THEIR COUNTRY
AND AS A DAILY REMINDER OF THEIR GALLANTRY

AND SACRIFICE

Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader CBE DSO* DFC* 
Flight Cadet 1928-30 

Managing Director of Shell Aviation when the Shell Group presented the College Chime 
31 July 1952

The bells, manufactured by Messrs John Taylor & Co in 
Loughborough and installed by Messrs Gent and Co Ltd of 
Leicester weigh between 2cwt and 25cwt. Steel frames are 
set either side of CHOM tower with the clock movement in 
the centre, the right hand frame holds the tenor bell which 
weighs 25 cwt with a diameter of 4 ft ¼ ins. The other five 
bells are held in the left hand frame and set in 2 levels
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Part 4 - Phasing in the GE System
The transition from the Flight Cadet System to the GE system took place between 1970 and March 1973, the graduating Entries 
being 96 to 101 inclusive and 1/70 GE to 7 GE. The author was privileged to attend 6GE and to witness part of the transition.

As recorded in the January 1970 edition, courtesy of a remarkable piece correspondence to the editor from EA Howell (below), there 
were graduate entrants to the College in the early 30s, albeit a short-lived initiative. And even before the formal introduction of the GE

System in 1970, selected flight cadets were 
being offered “pre-university “places as the 
article on 99 Entry suggests. Again referring to 
the College Journal, this time the July 1969 
e d i t i o n , t h e R A F h a d t o a d a p t t o 
“technological and social changes” and 
“recruit its direct-entry permanent officers 
from the universities; see the extract is below.


Henlow and South Cerney were still taking 
recruits for officer cadet training, but in the 
Summer of 1970 the RAF College opened its 
iconic gates to graduates, including a 
prospective King of England and, for the first 
t ime, WRAF cadets destined for the 
Secretarial and Supply branches of the RAF.

This must have been somewhat of a 
culture shock for the Di-staff and support 
staff in the College. On the one hand, they 
had the remnants of the flight cadet 
regime in D Sqn, ex-“sixth formers” 
undergoing academic and military training 
on their strictly disciplined two year 
course. On the other, they had the 
allegedly mature graduates of A and B 
Sqn, some of them married with families - 
isolated at Syreston during IOT - 
embarking on 16 weeks of Phase 1 (IOT) 
training followed by 32 weeks of Phase 2 
(Specialist) branch training. The ‘high jinks’ 
may have prevailed but attitudes differed. 4-1
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1/70 GE
The graduation photo of 1/70/GE betrays several distinct differences from earlier graduation photos. First, throughout training, the 
‘cadets’ were actually graduate officers; gone were the white-banded hats; the rank granted on entry depended on the class of degree 
obtained and the branch for which the graduate was being trained. Some would receive antedates for seniority that would see them 
graduate as Flt Lts. Secondly, 2/70 (Sec & Supply) would contain four WRAF graduates, the first women to be trained at the College. 
All the graduates were older than their flight cadet counterparts and had experienced the comparative freedom of university life that 
doubtless presented a new challenge for College Di-staff.

However, 1/70 GE was unique. It was the first Entry to include a member of the Royal Family, then HRH the Prince of Wales and now 
His Majesty King Charles III. The RAF College has always cherished a long and close relationship with the Royal Family and the 
attendance of the future King is immortalised by a painting of him, in flying kit, hanging in CHOM. The support staff (e.g. batmen, bar 
and kitchen staff) often retailed with immense pride to later graduates their fond memories of their young royal resident. 4-2
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Shared Training Environments
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The co-existing flight cadets and graduate officers underwent their initial and specialist training separately, sharing only the aircraft, 
buildings, sports field, dining hall and experiences. Quite apart from the flight line and iconic CHOM, RAF Cranwell had evolved into an 
interesting mix of old huts and new, state-of-the-art buildings. For completeness, some of those cherished training assets are shown 
here, with personal memories of the author.

Jet Provosts
The Jet Provost Mrs 3 and 5 were 
a common sight at Cranwell 
between 1961 and 1989. The 
station formed its own flying 
display team, The Poachers. [See 
album signed for Geordie Gaskill.]

Trenchard Hall
Trenchard Hall was the purpose-built training centre for Engineers. 
Students included College flight cadets, GE officers, Henlow graduates and 
international cadets. In addition to laboratories and lecture rooms, the 
basement of Trenchard Hall was equipped with an impressive day of jet 
engines and wind tunnels. RAF Engineers would return to Trenchard Hall 
for post-graduate aerosystems courses and, a while, it also accommodated 
the Department of air Warfare. It is now home to the Tedder Academy.

On the flight line with QFIs The Station The Sports Field

The College Library The Swimming Pool

St Michael’s & All Angels

Whittle Hall
Opened on 4 October 1962 by Sir Frank Whittle - a former  
aircraft apprentice and flight cadet at the College and inventor of 
the Jet engine - opened the new instructional building, which 
took his name. Here flight cadets and GE officers would receive 
instruction on leadership, military topics, and RAF administrative 
and legal procedures, as underpinning, foundation training.

As an Engineer student of 6GE, my 
only contact with the QFIs who 
guided my pilot friends to their 
wings was for “air experience” trips.

Walked the stat ion perimeter 
regularly to break in the DMS boots, 
passing North Rauceby and a white 
Vulcan V1 parked on the east apron.

Used the rugby and hockey pitches 
and tennis courts regularly. Lost 
many a golf ball in an old 9-hole 
course immediately behind CHOM.

Used to march down to the 
College church for Remembrance, 
Battle of Britain and Queen’s 
Birthday services.

Fine repository of RAF and College History 
with such knowledgable and helpful staff.

Learnt to swim in the pool. It’s dead 
easy once you get out of the sack.
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Behind the Parade Commander from 6 GE is the ‘Colour Party’ from 101 Entry. The ‘Colour Escorts’ at the ‘Present’ are identical 
twins John and Peter Herbertson, or is it Peter and John Herbertson? Cadets and Graduates were to parade together for three 
years and there was much rivalry between them. However, in the opinion of the author, a graduate, the standard of drill from the 
cadets was vastly superior, reflecting two years of practice as opposed to just 16 weeks.

GE and Flight Cadets on Parade Together

Royal Salute

Found in the private collection 
of a cadet’s father was this 
photo of his son commanding a 
parade in tribute to the death of 
H R H P r i n c e W i l l i a m o f 
Gloucester on 28 August 1972. 
A keen aviator, HRH was killed 
in an air crash when piloting his 
aircraft in a competition. 

The photograph is perhaps 
unique for two reasons - each a 
rarity.  

F irst , i t shows the Royal 
Standard, the RAF Ensign and 
College Flag flying at half-mast 
above the College entrance.   

S e c o n d l y , t h e P a r a d e 
Commander,  one of the first to 
have passed through the 
Graduate Entry scheme, leads 
the ‘Royal Salute’ in front of the 
cadets of 101 Entry, the final 
Entry of the Flight Cadet system 
to pass through the RAF 
College and which graduated in 
March 1973.

The Cranwellian taking this parade had no idea that his late father had been given this photo by the College 
until clearing out his father’s personal possessions.
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When they did parade together, the extra drill experience was self-evident. It was not surprising, therefore, that flight cadets of D 
Sqn would form the Colour Party throughout the flight cadet to GE transition period.



The Transfer of Responsibility
Notwithstanding the author’s personal views expressed on the previous slide, there came the day when the responsibilities of the 
‘Colour Party’ would pass to a a graduate entry. The Reviewing Officer was the CAS, ACM Sir Dennis Spotswood who paid 
special tribute to the passing of the Flight Cadet system at 101’s Wings & Prizes Ceremony the day before they graduated. 
Extracts of his speech are shown here with a link to the full speech superimposed on the graphic title below.
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On 16 March 1973, the day after their Wings & Prizes Ceremony, 101 Entry slow marched off the College Parade Ground to the 
strains of Auld Lang Syne, as the last intake to be trained under a 45-year old Flight Cadet Training System. The end of an era.

The End of an Era
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Comparison of 1970 Training Stats
Throughout the early 1970s, both training systems continued to generate commissioned officers for six branches in the RAF, GD(P), 
GD(Nav), Eng, Regt, Admin (Sec) and Supply. The frequency of GE graduations was twice that of the Flight Cadet System. That said, the 
transition was evolutionary, unlike the transition the College would face in 10 years time.



Part 5 - Transformation to the SGIOT Schemes
The Introduction of the Flight Cadet System was revolutionary; its reinstatement in 1946 was evolutionary. The interruption of WWII 
demanded shorter flying training courses than provided to flight cadets (and without the academics); in effect, the RAF College training 
operation had been suspended, the College SFTS its replacement. 

The transition to the GE System arguably was evolutionary, despite the more mature recruit already educated to degree standard 
dispensing with the need for formal academic education. Phase 1 and Phase 2 training for most branches remained combined, at least 
initially, with attendance except for Navigators reduced to 12 months, half the length of the ‘combined’ Flight Cadet courses. Navigators 
were despatched to Finningley after successful completion of IOT for their specialist training. Broadly speaking, for its first 50 years or so, 
the RAF College had charted an evolutionary, responsive path.

All of this was to change in 1978 with RAF Henlow OCTU closing, the progressive transfer of all officer training to the College, and, with 
it, the introduction of SGIOT that would establish a new operational baseline for the IOT, IOTC and Modular IOT (MIOT) systems that 
followed. SGIOT was a step change: a new business model; a new training model adapted from Henley’s OCTU; as a consequence, a 
significant change in culture at the RAF College. This culture change would not be formally acknowledged until the RAF College became 
RAF Officer Training Academy (RAFOTA), almost 100 years to the day after the RAF College had been formed.

The scope and scale of officer training at the College changed dramatically, particularly with regard to three characteristics:

• Volume. Pre-WWII, each Entry comprised an average of 40 cadets aiming to become pilots, the College typically running two Entries a 

year generating an average of 80 pilots. F20 contained a maximum of 52 cadets and F22 a minimum of 16. Post-WWII, the average 
intake size rose to 55, with the potential for an average of 110 graduates a year. Of these, an average of 39 per Entry were would be 
pilots, generating 78 or so a year. 99 Entry comprised a peak of 134 cadets, the ‘restart’ 45 Entry and 60 Entry the minima of 14 and 
24 respectively. Contrast these figures with the IOT courses. The average course size was 88, of which 26 were earmarked for pilot 
training, a marked reduction of the Flight Cadet days. However, there would be between seven and nine graduations a year, with the 
prospect of around 700 graduates a year, of whom around 230 could be pilots.


• Service Branches. SGIOT sought to deliver training to officer recruits to all Air and Ground branches in the RAF, some 25 different 
branches, as well as foreign students (in time, from nearly 60 different countries). Beyond the graduation of 17GE in March 1975, 
Phases 1 and 2 training would be formally “decoupled”, the College running IOT (Phase 1) and other Directorates at Cranwell running 
their specialist (Phase 2) courses, each with their own graduations. The last wings ceremony at the College took place in February 
1977, with 27GE. So even before SGIOT was initiated, the College’s responsibility had been confined to officer training (Phase 1) alone.  

• Diversity of Entrants. Not self-evident without detailed research of College archives and helpful feedback from IOT cadets, under 
SGIOT the College was recruiting from a much wider variety of sources. Gone were the Flight Cadet days of streaming recruits from 
the UK’s top schools; gone were the GE days of recruiting only the top university graduates. By the time the IOT system had taken 
hold, the College was training recruits between the ages of 17 and 42 from a diverse range of sources - NCO/airmen, university 
graduates, university sponsorships, direct entrants, international sources, etc. 


Together these three prime factors created a very different set of challenges for the College, necessitating a series of modifications and 
trials, such as the introduction of the “Pre-IOT” in the mid-80s, to establish a robust and flexible training model. In years to come, that 
would include a transition to the IOTC system (2005) and the RAFOTA’s MIOT (2020) system of the present day. 5-1
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The article below taken from the 1978 edition the College Journal gives a good account of the convergence of previous officer training 
schemes at Cranwell, Henlow and South Cerney, as the backdrop to the SGIOT initiative. Importantly, it describes the rationalisation of 
training infrastructure, including DAW, DIOT, DGST and the Flying Wg at Cranwell, ahead of the phased move of Henlow’s OCTU to 
Cranwell. There are two things worthy of note. First, the predicted throughput differs from the reality. Second, the new SGIOT cadet - 
white hat band reinstated - would only spend six weeks in CHOM, a significant departure from previous training schemes.

Extract from College Journal 1978



34 GE - The First IOT Graduation under SGIOT
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15 March 1979

???

15 March 1979

As the previous College Journal article stated, the process of OCTU migration from Henlow to Cranwell started with the induction 
of 10 “non-university graduates” on “34 Course” at the College. And as anticipated by the author of that article, the “population 
explosion” would cause some strain. An example of early teething problems, Courses 34 to 39 inclusive were referred to loosely 
as 34 to 39 GE or IOT, causing some confusion as evidenced by Prize Winner and Graduation photos. The dates on the 34 and 35 
GE photos are also incorrect. By 1980, it seems the transfer from Henlow was complete and the College IOT system in full swing.



A major contribution to our understanding of the transition to SGIOT is from Gp Capt Rob O’Dell, who was on 100 IOT. He alerted us to 
the existence of the short-lived Pre-IOT (PIOT) courses that were introduced to enhance the chances of success for younger male 
recruits under the age of 21. From College Journal extracts, we know that the main IOT course was training men and women of all ages, 
typically 17 to 40+, and from very different backgrounds. SGIOT had abandoned the concept of the GE officer student and reverted to 
that of the ‘Officer Cadet’, white flashes and white head-bands back in again: non-graduate ‘Direct Entrants’ graduating as Acting Pilot 
Officers; “ex-SNCOs (or “Hairies”) graduating under the ‘Branch Officers’ scheme in their former specialisation as Flying Officers; 
University ‘Student Officers’ graduating in the rank of Flying Officer or Flight Lieutenant of their chosen profession”. Add to this, the 
number within any one cohort and the intensity of the 18-week course, it is not surprising that some younger recruits struggled to meet 
the demands of IOT. Enter the PIOT.

His own PIOT “started on 10 November 1986, comprised 24 recruits, the youngest being 17 years of age. The majority of his cohort were 
18 or 19, joining with sixth-form scholarships; older members were SNCOs between the ages of 35 and 45, selected to receive Branch 
Commissions. The four-week PIOT syllabus was a ‘mini’ version of the main IOT and included: basic leadership exercises; camp craft and 
navigation; service writing; personal admin (ironing and regular ‘bull’ nights).” 
Pre-IOT was by no means a new concept at the College. In the preceding GE era, for example, some engineer recruits received informal 
technical training, of varying duration, ahead of their IOT principally to counter the threat of any “late” job offers from industry. However, 
the four-week PIOT introduced around 1985 was likely the first formal training programme to better prepare younger recruits, regardless 
of branch, for an intensive period of IOT. “Despite some initial success, the PIOT initiative was abandoned in 1987”; the reasons are not 
recorded.

Bob also reminds us that “IOT as a whole consisted of four ‘main sqns’ assigned sequentially to IOTs, starting every six weeks (eg C Sqn 
100 IOT was followed by D Sqn 101 IOT); PIOT*s would start 4 weeks prior to the ‘main course.' Each sqn wore different coloured cravats 
when in combat kit and had the same coloured stripe on their white cadet shoulder flashes, and a thin stripe on their ’Thunderbird jacket’ 
and No 1 collar flashes. [A Sqn, red; B Sqn, yellow (B was known universally as an ‘Easy’ sqn whose standards were lower than everyone 
else’s!); C Sqn, blue (note the cravats and shoulder flashes in Slide 76); D Sqn, green. D Sqn was also known as ‘D for Death’ Sqn and 
was notorious for giving their students a hard time and expecting much higher standards.” 
“Supporting these main sqns were: 

Recourse or ‘R’ Sqn who wore purple. Students were re-coursed at the end of their main course and underwent a further six weeks of 
training under a formal syllabus designed to address their specific areas of weakness (normally leadership related). This was different to 
those students ‘back-squadroned’ earlier in the course for academic or behaviour issues. 
Med Holding Flt wore white. Students were sent to MHF to recover from injuries which precluded them continuing what was a 
physically demanding IOTC at the time. When I was at Cranwell, MHF probably had 30+ studies with various injuries, many of whom 
were undergoing physio. They were often, somewhat unkindly, referred to as ‘LMF’! 
Specialist Entrant and Re-Entrant (SERE) This was a six-week short course for recruits destined for ’specialist’ branches (eg Legal, 
Medical, PMRAFNS and Dental) and those re-entering the RAF or transferring from another Service. Their course was run separately to 
the main IOTC but they graduated alongside their related IOTC. Although known as a ‘knife/fork/spoon course’, SERE guys graduated 
at flt lt or even sqn ldr rank, as is still the case.”

A Personal Recollection of PIOT
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SGIOT Mk 1a - IOT Revised
Whilst teething pains may have been sorted out, after 10 years, the RAF College clearly saw the need to adjust the structure and 
syllabus of IOT, extending the course from 18 to 24 weeks. The article appeared in the March 1997 College Journal highlighting the 
evolution of SGIOT in the 1990s and the “need to train young officers with a genuine pride in their Service”. Either side are links to other 
commentaries on the IOT system presented in College Journals throughout the 1990s.

March 1992

March 1992
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April 1994
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SGIOT Mk 2 - IOTC
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It is not clear precisely why, but an Officer Cadet Training Review was 
established in April 2003, culminating in a revision of the IOT scheme 
and the emergence of an IOTC that involved “a restructuring of 
OACTU, a refocusing of elements of practical leadership, increased 
academic study, changes in training methodology/assessment and an 
impressive new IT?IS database.” The article (less some graphics) that 
appeared in the College Journal of 2005 is reproduced here together 
with photos of the last IOT and first IOTC and video clips about IOTC.

IOTC 1 Graduation
What they went through Part 1
What they went through Part 2

216 (E Sqn) IOT Prizewinners & Graduation

IOTC 1 Graduation
What they went through Part 1
What they went through Part 2

IOTC 1 Graduation
What they went through Part 1
What they went through Part 2
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Outsourced Services
Amongst the many inherent benefits of training at the RAF College during the last century were the support services that turned a 
place of learning into a domestic home, notably the catering, dining, bar and batting services. In keeping with the trends of modern 
business and society, however, outsourcing has become commonplace, enabling the ‘client’ to focus on core business - in the 
College’s case, IOT - whilst non-core functions are outsourced to a ‘Service Provider’. The College has not been immune to such 
commercial trends, with catering, flying and IT services all being outsourced to professional specialist providers.

Arguably the most significant of these outsourced contracts has been the UK Military Flying Training System (MFTS), currently 
provided by Ascent Flight Training, a consortium of Lockheed Martin and Babcock International under a 25-year Private Finance 
Initiative (PFI) contract for, and with oversight from, the MoD.

The current Ascent contract provides for 23 Prefect basic trainers, 10 Texan advanced trainers and 5 Phenom 100 jets, although 
aircraft numbers for the new contract are much lower than the current numbers operating - for instance, nearly 40 Tutors and 7 
Beechcraft King Airs provided EFT and Multi-Engine training before the implementation of MFTS, with much of the deficit being 
covered by synthetic training in simulators and procedural trainers. Ascent's role is to utilise more modern aircraft and training to 
deliver aircrew at the standard necessary to train onto modern, 4.5 and 5th generation fast jets and other front-line aircraft, such as 
the Eurofighter Typhoon and Airbus A400M Atlas, as legacy systems often produced a capability gap between training and the 
frontline because of the outdated nature of the equipment. The Ascent aircraft will all be equipped with digital systems and glass-
cockpit displays for compatibility. [Courtesy of Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Military_Flying_Training_System]

Flying Training ceased to be a ‘College/DIOT’ responsibility 
when the IOT (Phase 1) and Specialist Training (Phase 2) 
were no longer contiguous feature of an integrated Cadet 
training course. That said, basic flying training continues at 
Cranwell. The Grob G 120TP, known in RAF service as the 
Prefect T1, started to operate from RAF Barkston Heath and 
RAF Cranwell from January 2018. A new Ascent ground 
training building, incorporating the simulators and synthetic 
training facilities, was built at RAF Cranwell to accommodate 
the new MFTS courses. The legacy Tutor courses were to 
continue into 2018 as the Prefect courses built up to full 
capacity. In 2018, 3 FTS aimed to graduate 250 aircrew 
students from all three services, including some 40 students 
who would undertake training at University Air Squadrons 
owned by 6 FTS. The normal rhythm for MFTS would initially 
be 230 students per year. The Phenom 100 aircraft based at 
RAF Cranwell, deliver multi-engine training following a short 
multi-engine lead-in course on the Prefect.
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SGIOT Mk 3 - RAFOTA’s MIOT
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In 2020, just 100 years after the founding of the RAF College, the College was renamed the RAF Officer Training Academy (RAFOTA). 
The renaming coincided with the launch of the Modular IOT system, whose description is reproduced here (courtesy of the RAF). Still a 
24 week course with cadets accommodated in CHOM for the last term of six weeks, the MIOT is designed to deliver the requisite 
‘tailored’ training for each cadet making an allowance for their core competencies on entry.
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Part 6 - Supplementary Information
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Memories that Symbolise College Life in 100 Years

4.   Early Days at RAF Cranwell (1920)
7.   The Cranwell Beagles Articles (2) (1920 & 1962)
10. Cadet Impressions (21) (1920, 1964, 1997, 2006/7 & 2010/11/12/13/16)
49. College Contribution to Coronation Day (1953)
52. Cranwell in the Early 20s (1955)
54. Life at Cranwell (1955)
58. Cranwell in the Early 30s (1955)
60. Three Ages of Cranwell (1956)
61. Cranwell in Retrospect (1957)
63. Cadet Wit (1958)
65. The Legend of Byard’s Leap (1962)
66. The College Band (4) (1964, 1970, 2012 & 2016)
71. The College Library (2) (1964 & 2016)
73. Cranwell History by AVM Lyne (1982)
75. Battle of Britain Sunday Service (2007)
76. Cranwell 60 Years Ago (2011)

To start any specific article: 
1. Click on the slide number shown in red on this page;  
2. To return to this contents page, click on ‘Return to Contents List’ at the bottom of each slide.

In preparation for the 100th anniversary of the RAF College in 2020, we recompiled our collection f College Journal articles into six 
different themes. The index to the first volume, ‘College Life 1920-2019’ is shown below ad slicing on it will take you to an online version 
of the volume. All six volumes may be accessed by clicking on https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/college-100-memories.html.

[To open the links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]

https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/ewExternalFiles/Chap1College100MemoriesNOV23.pdf#page=3
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/college-100-memories.html


Epilogue
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The RAF College has undergone a number of changes during its 100 year history, some evolutionary and some fundamental. This 
album has chronicled those changes by referencing College Journal articles of the time and researching College archived material. 
That research has revealed five significant and distinct transitions:


• The transition from 1 November 1919 to 5 February 2020 from RNAS Cranwell operated by the RN since 1916;

• The abrupt transition from the pre-WWII RAF College Flight Cadet system to a College SFTS (Service Flying Training School) on 

the day war broke out, 3 September 1939;

• The gradual transition from 17 FTS (formerly the College SFTS) in 1944 to 19 FTS and thence the re-emergence of RAF College 

Flight Cadet System by 1947;

• The gradual replacement of the post-WWII Flight Cadet System with the Graduate Entry (GE) Scheme in the early 1970s;

• The introduction of SGIOT (Single Gate Initial Officer Training) between 1978 and 1981, which formed the basis of the IOT, 

IOTC, MIOT and SERE training schemes that have run ever since.

The transition from RNAS Cranwell included the formation of the first intake, F20, a combination of two former RN Sub Lieutenants and 
15 former Midshipmen, 35 entrants by competitive examination, four winning cadetships, and two specially “nominated” cadets. They 
were to typify the ethos and core values (Respect, Integrity, Service, Excellence) of the RAF. Of the 48 successful graduates, 16 were 
killed or died in Service; some 14 had distinguished careers, reaching Air rank. 17 of the graduates received honours and awards, 
including three DFCs, 20 MiDs, three knighthoods and 21 CB/CBEs. This trend has continued throughout the College’s history.

The last pre-WWII Flight Cadet Entry to complete on schedule, in July 1939 and unaffected by the outbreak of war, was S37. 
Thereafter, there were five Entries - J38, A38, S38, J39, A39 and S39 (which became A40) who completed their flying training with the 
hastily formed College SFTS that took over the flying element of the RAF College during the war. The College SFTS was renamed 17 
FTS in 1944 and, moving to Spitalgate in early 1945, transferred FTS responsibilities at Cranwell to 19 FTS. Taking over from 19 FTS, 
the College resumed Flight Cadet training in January 1947 with 45, 46 and 47 Entries. The smaller 45 and 46 Entries comprised new 
recruits through the obligatory competitive examinations and seven graduates from 19 FTS who took up the option to complete further 
officer training as a flight cadet. 47 Entry turned out to be the first course of ab initio training for newly recruited flight cadets to be run 
at the RAF College since its closure in September 1939.

The post-WWII Flight Cadet era ended with the graduation of 101 Entry on 17 March 1973. Building on the successes and reputation 
of their predecessors - “by their prowess and their dedication” {WSC} - the Flight Cadets of the 50s set about meeting the challenges 
posed by the jet engine, an invention of another predecessor. By the 60s, the College had opened up its ceremonial gates to cadets 
destined for the Admin (Sec), Supply, Regt and eventually Eng branches. Turning its recruiting priorities to the universities, the College 
had already started introducing the GE Scheme in 1970, eliminating the academic element of the Flight Cadet two year course, and 
delivering 16 weeks Phase 1 (initial officer) training in/around Whittle and College Halls and Phase 2 (Specialist) training on the flight 
line (pilots) in Trenchard Hall (engineers) and Daedalus House (secretarial and supply).

Whereas previous changes could be regarded as evolutionary, SGIOT was to transform the College business and training model, 
ultimately to deliver MIOT courses as the RAF Officer Training Academy. The cadets now spend only six weeks in CHOM, but we hope 
they too will look back with fondness and with pride on the day they slow-marched through its doors, to careers as RAF officers.
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Percentage Split of College Trainees 1920-2019

ERA No of Entrants % Flying 
Branches* 

% Ground 
Branches*

% International 
Entrants

1920-1939 1257 88.07% 0% 11.93%

1939-1945 2832 59.22% 0% 40.78%

1945-1979 4770 66.10% 32.31% 1.59%

1979-2019 20940 38.00% 57% 5%

*Unknown Branches are split 40-60 Aircrew to Ground Branches, the same ratio as the split 
between known aircrew and ground branch cadets

Nearly 30,000 Cranwellians - By Era and IOT System

Training Throughput - by Era
This graphic indicates the widely differing training throughputs before, during and after WWII, ERA 4 being the SGIOT era.

Cmd/Ctrl+Click on the underlined text to view era specific stats; from desktop or laptop devices the links go directly to Transitional stats.

https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/ewExternalFiles/Stats20-39v2.0.pdf#page=5
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/ewExternalFiles/RAFCTrgStats1939-1945.pdf#page=6
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/ewExternalFiles/Stats45-79Era%203v2.0.pdf#page=4
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/college-life/ewExternalFiles/StatsEra4v2.1UNCORRUPTED.pdf#page=3

